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ABSTRACT

UPDATED—June 10, 2019. In this paper, a study was
conducted to explore social sustainability in HCI. The
study focuses on people in destructive relationships
and uses the notion of research through design to gain
and share knowledge using design patterns. The study
focused on creating methods for working more
practically with social sustainability in HCI and used
several design methods such as story share and
capture to gain and share knowledge on the user group
which was then presented in a pattern, consisting of a
total of eight different patterns. The patterns was later
tested with designers who suggested designs which
users were then to rate from best to worst. The study
show that design patterns can successfully be used to
share knowledge, however the study also show some
variation in how well design patterns are understood
based on experience. Experienced designers tend to
create better designs with the pattern than
inexperienced. However, designers with the pattern
designed better solutions than designers without
regardless of experience.
Author Keywords
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INTRODUCTION

Since computers shifted from being used in work
settings to be a part of peoples everyday life the field
of HCI has taken on a similar change [23]. The field
have shifted from aiming for efficiency and usability,
to more recently concern for example aesthetics [34].
This show a clear change in the goal that technology
have today and therefore also the field of HCI.
In the shift from work settings to everyday life the
field has also realized that what we mean by everyday
life can be very different [6]. The field has in recent
years increased focus on researching marginalized
groups and their usage and needs from technology.
Examples include studies on homeless, Feminist HCI
and studies on developing countries [6]. The

movement towards a more inclusive field is discussed
in the HCI field and sometimes referred to as social
sustainability[6, 14, 30]. Defined by the Brundtland
Commission, social sustainability is about developing
society today in a way that meets our needs without
compromising with the needs of others in the future
[5].
By designing for a wider variety of groups Daniella
Busse et al. mean that new knowledge can be created
in the field of HCI [6]. However social sustainability
and inclusion is often ignored with the argument that
there is not enough time and/or money in the budget
to extend the study to more specific user groups.
This argument needs to be met with a method that lets
researchers and practitioners share knowledge in a
easy way so that knowledge is not locked to one
specific project but rather spread and used in the field
both by researchers and practitioners. A way to do that
is through pattern language which has been widely
used since Christopher Alexander introduced design
patterns in his work on architecture [1]. It was later
introduced in the HCI field by Thomas Erickson and
called Lingua Francas and has since then been adapted
in the field both as pattern languages and design
patterns[17]. Sharing knowledge through patterns
makes it easier for researchers and practitioners to
both share and use shared information from others
because of its standardized form [8]. However the
HCI field of researchers has until now focused on
evaluating the experience of using patterns for
designers and the format that patterns should have.
One example is the study ”Using Pattern Languages in
Participatory Design” by Andy Dearden et.al which
describes the creation and usage of a design pattern
which is presented to designers as its final form of
evaluation [12].
While format and experience in using design patterns
is important aspects for researchers and designers in
the HCI field [12]. We must also research and

understand the effect that design patterns might have
on the designs we create and how they affect end
users. How the HCI field work with design patterns
can vary a bit but is mostly done by gaining
knowledge on a user group, creating a pattern and
then presenting it to designers. Sebastian Denef for
example creates a design pattern by empathizing with
firefighters and then sharing the knowledge through
the design pattern to a total of nine engineers who
discussed the pattern in groups and then presented the
patterns to show how well they had understood the
pattern. The engineers were then shown four different
design proposals for firefighters and asked to discuss
the designs using the design pattern [13]. Studies like
this lack in testing back to the user group, while it is
interesting to know if designers recalls patterns by
name it should also be a concern to present the results
from testing with designers to users to see if their
needs were rightly understood. By that I mean that the
HCI field needs to engage more in evaluating design
patterns and testing their effectiveness by presenting
back to users [26].
In this work I will contribute to the field by building a
deeper understanding on how design patterns can be
used to share knowledge with researchers and
practitioners so that design is made for all regardless
of timeframes and budgets. To be able to state that
design patterns is a valid method for sharing
knowledge I will evaluate the use of design patterns
by presenting patterns to designers but also taking the
study a step further by presenting back to the user
group to evaluate the patterns using research trough
design. The overall aim of the study is to answer the
research question:
• How can design patterns be used to share
knowledge with designers for social sustainability?
The research question focuses on evaluating design
patterns as a method for social sustainability and
thereby presenting design patterns as a valid method
for inclusive design in the field of HCI.
BACKGROUND

Design patterns and pattern languages have been
vilely researched and used in the HCI field, in this
section I will present some previous work on design
patterns and its use in the field today. Building form
that I will also include some background to social
Design patterns

Design patterns were first introduced by Christopher
Alexander for the field of architecture in the 1960s
[1]. Design patterns and pattern languages was later
introduced to the HCI field by Thomas Erickson in the

2000s and described as a Lingua Francas for Design
[17]. Erickson argued that every design project should
have its own project-specific lingua francas, in other
words pattern language. So that multidisciplinary
teams could communicate and discuss problems and
solutions. He meant that lingua francas would give the
members of the team a language for discussing things
that might otherwise ways take long time to explain to
one another in a quick and effective way. His
argument was built on an example from a study on
Manteo in North Carolina were he explains how the
common language made it easier for people to
communicate and get involved in the design process
of a town and which places were important to the
citizens [17].
Since Erickson introduced pattern languages and
design patterns to the field of HCI in the 2000s it has
ben widely researched. Yue Pan et al. discuss the
uptake of design patterns in the HCI field in their
work [26]. They explain that the two most common
reasons for researchers to use design patterns in the
field is that it fits their existing research as a tool or
that they want to explore and experiment with design
patterns [26]. Pan et al. also discuss the benefits of
design patterns in the HCI field. They explain how
design patterns can be used in education to teach
students about design. Other than educational benefits
they state that design patterns can also represent and
share knowledge. They mean that pattern languages in
the HCI field have the ability to capture knowledge
that can later be shared with others and be used to
support communication and discussion[Pan]. Pan et
al. continues by presenting some critique and
introducing some expectations for the future where
they explain that in the HCI field Design pattern
languages have been more successful than design
patterns on their own and therefore explain that their
expectation is that the HCI field engage more in
creating pattern languages rather than design patterns.
They also state the need of more evaluation on pattern
languages in an actual design process [26].
Andy Dearden et al. also note the importance of
evaluating pattern languages and how they are
validated and mediated to users [12].
Since patterns like the ones introduced by Erickson
take several years to create there have been studies
that argue for patterns that can be created in a shorter
amount of time so that knowledge can be spread
faster. One example is the work done by T. Scott
Saponas et al. on what they call pre-patterns. Their
study shows that designers provided with their prepattern created better designs than the group of
designers that were not provided with their pre-

pattern. Therefore they argue that pre-patterns
supported the creation of higher quality designs. They
could also see that the pre-pattern names were used to
discuss solutions and problems between designers
which lead it to form a pre-pattern language[28].
Design patterns and pattern languages have brought
many discussions to the field. Other than pre-patterns
they have also supported the work of critical design
through researchers use of design patterns as tools for
creating dark patterns which illustrate problematic
designs. Colin M. Gray et al. gathered problems found
in their everyday use of technology and interfaces and
summarized their findings in what they call a dark
pattern. They bring attention to functions that are
created knowingly to lure the user into purchasing
things or memberships. They also discuss functions
which trick users to share personal information or
accepting terms and conditions [20].
Sebastian Denef et al. Investigated design patterns in
their study ”Talking about implication for design in
pattern language”[13]. A design pattern was used as a
pattern language created for firefighters over a period
of several months and then tested. The pattern
included knowledge on firefighters everyday
situations, problems and suggested solutions which
was gathered through empathizing with firefighters
during several workshops [13].
The pattern was then tested on software engineers that
had no prior experience in designing for firefighters.
The software engineers were handed a printed version
of a part of the pattern language and then asked to
explain to the other participants later in the workshop.
Participants would not always recall the pattern by
name but could in all cases explain the patterns
handed to them [13]. Participants in the study were
later asked to answer some questions on the pattern
language. The feedback indicated on a good pattern
which was well defined and users explained how it
gave them quick overview with a chance to
investigate further and understand deeper by
connecting patterns and relating them to one another.
Sebastian Denef et al. concluded that the pattern
language is a good tool for creating debate and
discussion[13].
So design patterns are used within the field of HCI to
share knowledge in multidisciplinary teams [17] and
with members of the HCI research field [17]. During
research it is common for a researcher to use the
notion of bridging concepts first introduced by Peter
Dalsgaard et al. to approach design patterns and
pattern languages [10]. Andy Crabtree et al.s work on
design patterns can be seen as an example of how to
combine research and design practice, in other words

approaching design patterns with bridging concepts
[9]. Because of the approach, and its call for a
combination of research and practice, the patterns and
pattern languages become actual carrier of knowledge
as suggested by Pan et al.[26, 27]. The knowledge that
the patterns themselves carries are design knowledge
that is helpful both for design researchers and design
practitioners[21].
Design patterns often follow a specific format.
Elements that are often used in design patterns
include:
• A name for the pattern
• A problem formulation
• A suggested solution [17, 31, 22].
• A image of the solution[28].
Some variation can be seen and some design patterns
include known uses off the pattern [31]. In some
design patterns references is used to make them more
scientific [8].
Research through design

A common approach to working with design patterns
is research through design. Which combines practical
design work with research processes. A method that
will be used in my study as well to answer the
research question. Research trough design will be
explained in detail to better understand the role that
the design pattern has had in the study as a design
research artifact rather than a product.
Research through design is a method within the HCI
field for combining research with practical design
work which is often the case when creating design
patterns since design techniques are often used to
create the design pattern. John Zimmerman et al.
described research through design in their work and
introduced it as a method which combines knowledge
from the behavioral scientists, engineers,
anthropologists and design researchers through
looking at different kinds of knowledge [35]. They
also provide some critical lenses for evaluating the
research contribution which a study provides. These
lenses look at things such as invention, the ability to
reproduce the process, relevance and extensibility
[35].
Daniel Fallman explains in his article that the biggest
difference is the role of the design artifact: it can
either be seen as a final product or as a way of
creating new knowledge[18]. James Pierce goes into
detail on the design research artifacts which is the
created artifacts as a part of research through design
(Design-oriented research)[27]. The design patterns
that are created within the field of HCI can be seen as

design research artifacts. The focus of the patterns is
often to gain knowledge on how it affects a process,
how it is appropriated or similar [12, 28, 20].
Research through design is used to research design
patterns and pattern languages in the field today. The
increased focus on design artifacts brings real
knowledge to the front and creates discussions on how
technology is actually used in people’s everyday
lives[12, 28, 20].
Social Sustainability

Since my study is focused on evaluating design
patterns as a method for social sustainability in HCI it
is also important to understand what I mean by social
sustainability. The definition of social sustainability
that this study is built on is the one by Daniela Busse
et al. which describes social sustainability as
supporting the creation and maintenance of a healthy
and livable communities [6].
Examples of studies that could be classified as social
sustainability include work on neurodiversity [15],
Feminist HCI [2, 3] and social justice [16] to name
some.
Other studies on social sustainability within the HCI
field include the work done by Christopher A. Le
Dantec on technology for the homeless. In his study
he bring forth important knowledge on the role of
technology for the homeless [11]. He discusses how
the needs of homeless put into the design of a phone
can result in the design of a homeless persons phone
that homeless people did not want to be associated
with. He also brings forth knowledge on the symbolic
values technology might have to homeless people and
their families[11].
Work done on social sustainability in HCI have so far
created a great deal of new information and
knowledge. Yet the groups considered, homeless and
people living with neurological problems are still
marginalized in design and the knowledge from the
research stay within the research field instead of being
used in design practice. Because of that the knowledge
exists but is not yet spread effectively.
METHOD

In this study a total of eight design patterns where
created through empathizing with users and defining
their needs and values. The process has used
participatory design to understand users and gain
knowledge on their needs [7]. The process of
empathizing used interviews and observations to gain
basic knowledge on user group and later moved on to
workshops [4]. The knowledge form the interviews
and observations was structured in empathy maps and
journey maps to get a better overview on the

information [4]. Each workshop had it’s own
objective, the first one focused on defining problems
with existing technologies and their designs, users
were specifically asked to focus on social media to
create boundaries for the pattern so that it would be
understandable. The second one were focused on users
ideating solutions to the problems defined from the
earlier workshop. Users ended the second workshop
by voting on their favorite designs which was later
reproduced in a digital prototype to better illustrate
intended use. The third workshop tested the solutions
created by user by asking them to cross out problems
or sayings from the empathy map sand the journey
maps to see if the proposed solution would actually
benefit the user group. After the three user workshops
the design pattern was created trough combining
solutions with knowledge from the workshops such as
which apps that has a specific function which was
miss-used. The pattern was then tested by presenting it
to four designer groups during two different
workshops. The first designer workshop included two
experienced designers and two inexperienced
designers who were handed a printed version of the
design patterns, including all eight patterns. They
were then given time to read and look at the patterns.
Later they were asked to write down a suggested
design solution that took people in destructive
relationships in consideration as a social media. The
second workshop also had two experienced designers
and two inexperienced designers who were not given
the design patterns but instead asked to discuss their
thoughts on the user group and then write a suggested
solution of social media that took people in
destructive relationships into consideration. The four
suggested solutions were then presented to the user
group as a last workshop were users where asked to
rank the design solutions from best to worst. The work
on evaluating the results of the pattern was a way to,
in more detail ,evaluate patterns and their effect on the
design field as noted by Andy Dearden et al.[12].
This work has used research through design to
investigate design patterns and how well they share
knowledge on specific user groups [18]. Further
design thinking was used in the design process which
built on the definition by D.School and used methods
for workshops such as interviewing for empathy [4].
THE STUDY

The study focused on one specific group and
designing for social sustainability for that group. The
group that was chosen was people who are
experiencing destructive relationships. This target
group was chosen because of the effect that a
destructive relationship can have on an individual
socially. It is common for people experiencing

destructive relationships to take distance from friends
and family, which they use as a way of hiding
behavior or signs on the destructive relationship
which might result in people questioning their
relationship[24]. More specifically the study focus on
romantic relationships that are destructive and how it
affect the people experiencing it. In the last years an
increased use of social media (S.M) can be seen in
society because of that, people in relationships use
S.M to communicate and keep in touch[19, 32]. But
studies have shown that people also use social media
sites to compare themselves to others and monitor
their partners [29]. Using social media for
surveillance over romantic partners risk creating
unhealthy communities which is the opposite to social
sustainability [25]. Anita Whiting et.al show in their
study that surveillance and knowledge about others is
something that people engage in trough social media
to keep up with others [32].
This study focused on creating a pattern to bring
awareness on the use of social media in destructive
relationships today. The study can be seen as a way of
questioning functions and ideate new solutions which
instead supports the creation of healthy communities
[25].The pattern created aimed to share knowledge
both on problematic functions and unintended usage
of functions intended to do good. The process started
with creating the pattern.
Creating a pattern

A total of five persons participated in the creation of
the design pattern. The participants were all
experiencing destructive relationships at the time of
the study and were all contacted through a Facebook
group for people experiencing destructive
relationships. Together with the question for
participation in the facebook group users was also
asked to fill in which social media they used mostly to
communicate with their partner.
The most used apps were Instagram which about 35%
(83/236 respondents)used to communicate with their
partner. A total of 25% (59/236 respondents) of the
respondents used Facebook the most to communicate
with their partner. Snapchat got about 20%(47/236
respondents). Whatsapp 13%(31/236 respondents) and
Viber 7%(16/236 respondents) were excluded from
the study because the questioning in if the app was a
social media or just a chat function and therefore
similar to the findings form the facebook messenger
app. Whatsapp and Viber was not used by any of the
five participants in the study which made this apps
and their related problems hard to evaluate and study.
The study therefore continued by focusing on
Instagram, Facebook and Snapchat.

Figure 1. Social media apps for communicating with partner

The participatory process was then carried on with
introduction interviews to broadly understand the
users and was later formatted into empathy maps [4].
Later the method ”story-share and capture” commonly
used in design thinking for designers to share their
knowledge from field studies was used for users to
relive moments from their destructive relationships, a
process that was observed and later summarized into
journey maps to have the information easily accessible
[4]. Users were then invited to the first workshop were
they got to look at the journey maps and empathy
maps and link problems to specific functions and
apps. During the workshop users created a total of
eight problem formulations which could be something
like: Partners track each other’s interactions by
looking at what one likes, follows and interacts with.
Users were then involved in a workshop which
focused on creating design solutions for each of the
problems. Some problems had a wider variety of
solutions while some just had a few different ones.
The solutions varied from removing functions to
replacing functions with other. One example is a
solution to the problem: Partners track each others
interactions by looking at what one likes, follows and
interacts with. It involved replacing the instagram
function to see what others liked with a function that
would display memories. This would include other
users so that instead of focusing on interactions such
as likes and comments the space would be used for
social memories. The user meant that such function
would help her think about good times and therefore
might help her to consider why she is so jealous and
why she tries to monitor her boyfriend’s behavior in
social media. By that she meant that the relationship
might never have turned destructive if the functions of

social media would support healthy behaviors instead
of focusing on numbers such as followers, likes and
comments.

were then designed and presented in the form of a
mockup which users then were able to discuss and
evaluate to consider redesigns or choose between the
different solutions. The mockups that were discussed
were then used in the design pattern combined with
the problem statement and the solution.
Users noted during workshops that the pattern was
easier for them to explain by including a specific
social media site in their description. For example one
user explained the act of monitoring other users
interactions by saying ”You know like the Instagram
function were you can see what your friends liked, the
one next to your notifications.”. Therefore the pattern
also included a field which was titled ”Known uses”
were popular apps or sites which users saw as
examples of the problem formulated in the pattern.

!
Figure 2. Sketches on solutions from users

The sketches were then evaluated by the users as a
group using the technique idea evaluation that was
introduced by Åsa Wikberg Nilsson et al [33]. Users
voted on their favorite solution to each problem and
discussed in group. Some problems had several
popular solutions.
All the solutions that were chosen by the user group,
including the ones who were to the same problem

The pattern

The pattern consisted of a total of eight different parts.
Firstly the pattern had a title which was a shortly
framed concept that was meant to be used when
discussing the pattern rather than having to read the
whole problem out loud. The titles were chosen by
analyzing workshop discussions from users and how
they described problems to one another. Each pattern
also included a few images, the images were the HI-FI

Figure 3. Digital design of suggested solution for score

solution which was designed after the user workshop
were they voted for their favorite solutions. The
images were meant to illustrate the solution so that the
viewer would get an idea. The problem statement that
was included in the patterns were those suggested by
users from the first workshop and the solutions were
taken from their preferred solutions from the second
workshop. Another part of the pattern was why which
was a part were the problem was deeper explained and
the benefit of using the solution was highlighted.
Result was added to the pattern and based on users
discussions on how different solutions made them feel
or how it would have change a situation for them. It
was meant to highlight that the design pattern is
evaluated and tested. Type of project was added to
make sure that others can reuse the format and that
future patterns are easily organized, since all patterns
were focused on social media in this study they were
all the same and are rather for future work and
accessibility. Known uses was discussed above but
was added since users thought their problems were
more easily understood and explained by adding
known uses which is also mentioned by Martijn Welie
et.al [31].
To better illustrate the pattern I will explain the pattern
Others interactions. The problem with Others
interactions is that ”Partners track each others
interactions by looking at what one likes, follows and
interact with.”.
The problem was based on the
function on Instagram and later also related to
Facebooks feed, which was also included in the
pattern as known uses. Users proposed solution was
”Instead of displaying personal data about what one
likes, make use of group data and memories or events.
Similar to #SocialMaps”. The solution moves focus
and in the image shown social memories are displayed
instead of others interactions. This solution also links
the pattern to the pattern Social Maps by using a
hashtag, eating that the solution is similar. On the
section why the pattern explains that ”By changing
focus from individuals to groups and specific events or
memories it is pointed out that what every person
interacts with is not important to us, instead it brings
focus to memories and things that are more positive.”.
This section brings more detail into the answer so that
those who want more details can find them but those
who are in a rush can skip them but still get the
message. The result of the pattern is that ”Users did
not see other users interactions and because of that
engaged in urger kinds of activities rather than
tracking.”. The pattern also included the type of
project which for all patterns were social media since
that was the focus of my study.

The final pattern included the following sections:
• Title

• Why

• Mockup on solution

• Result

• Problem statement

• Type of project

• Proposed solution

• Known uses

Testing the pattern
The pattern was later presented to designers during
two workshops. The first workshop included two
groups with two designers in each group. One of the
teams were experienced designers with five or more
years of experience while the other group had onetwo years of experience. The different groups were
chosen to evaluate if there was any difference in the
usage and understanding of the patterns due to
experience. Both groups were introduced to the
project and handed a printed copy of the eight
patterns. The designers were then given thirty minutes
to read through and get to know the patterns. After
that designers were asked to write down a suggestion
of a social media system which took people
experiencing destructive relationships into
consideration. They had a total of one hour for the
task. Later the teams presented their solutions to each
other and the workshop ended with a discussion on
their experience of using the pattern and what they
liked and did not like. The workshop was recorded
and later transcribed to analyze usage of names and
understandings of patterns.
The second workshop consisted of two new groups of
designers that were also working in pairs. One group
had five plus years of experience of design while the
other one had two-three years experience of design.
The designers were introduced to the project and then
asked to discuss their thoughts on the target group for
thirty minutes. During this workshop the patterns were
not handed out to designers since the purpose was to
see the difference that the pattern had made. After
discussing their thoughts on the target group the
designers were asked to, together, write down a
suggested new social media app that would take
people experiencing destructive relationships into
consideration. The suggestions were then presented to
the other group and the workshop ended with a short
discussion on design for specific groups.
User feedback

The four solutions from the two pattern groups and the
two other groups were then presented to the users who
participated in the workshops for creating the pattern.
During the last workshop users commented on the
designs and ranked the solutions from best to worst

solution. Users had the pattern displayed on the wall
to be able to recall what knowledge was shared with
the designers so that new suggestions would not
impact the ranking. All five participants got a printed
version of all the suggested designs from the
designers, which concluded a total of four paper
pieces. Users organized them in desired order ranking
from the best to the worst solution and then hung them
next to the pattern. After displaying their rankings on
the wall users were asked to present their ranking and
explain. Some participants had the same ranking and
discussed their opinions and what made them rank it
in that specific order. Sometimes participants had
different reasons to why they, for example, ranked a
design as the worst design. Users then got to know
which designs were done with support of the pattern
and which were done without the pattern and
discussed the outcome. The workshop ended with
users discussing their experience from the process and
creating a pattern.
RESULTS

The study resulted in the creation of eight patterns for
people in destructive relationships relating to their use
of social media. The design pattern in this study is a
carrier of knowledge that was later shared with both
experienced and unexperienced designers.

The result from the workshop with designers was the
suggested solutions. These were shortly written in text
format and no group added sketches to the solution
instead they focused on a written summary of what
their solution would offer. Each designer group
included a summarized version of their suggested
solution. The summarized version of the solutions
were:
Group

Summarized solutions

Experienced
designers with
pattern

A system that focused on storytelling
and making. creation of own albums
and scrapbooking.

Inexperienced
designers with
pattern

A system where real life is shown,
using challenges such as ”take a
photo of something red every hour”.

Experienced
designers
without pattern

A system that tolerated hidden posts
and messages which could only be
seen by invited members.

Unexperienced
designers
without pattern

A system with notifications for
suspect behavior.

Table 1. Groups and their suggested solutions

Figure 4. Digital design of suggested solution for score

The suggested solutions were then presented to the
user group which ranked the solutions from best (1) to
worst(4). The overall result showed that experienced
designers with the patterns created the best solution,
followed by inexperienced designers with the pattern.
Inexperienced designers presented a better solution
that experienced designers without the pattern. Which
shows that the pattern helped designers in the process
of understanding user groups and to target designers
focus towards actual and existing problems.
Participants from the user group commented on their
ranking, one user said:
” I feel like the designers that did not have the pattern
misunderstand my situation, they seem to treat it like it
should be either hidden or controlled. Like we are not
human because of the situation we are in.”
Another user commented when he got to know who
designed what solution:
” It is actually really interesting to see that even tho
there seem to be a difference in experience it is also a
big different in if they had the pattern or not. I didn’t
even realize that my favorites probably used the
pattern, they have a more human approach to us as a
group than the other ones.”
Group

Ranking 1 to 4

Experienced
designers with
pattern

1, 1, 1, 1, 2

Inexperienced
designers with
pattern

1, 2, 2, 2, 2

Experienced
designers without
pattern

3, 3, 4, 4, 4

Inexperienced
designers without
pattern

3, 3, 3, 4, 4

Table 2. User ranking of solutions

DISCUSSION

The study has shown that patterns can successfully be
used to share knowledge within the HCI field on
specific target groups as a way of social sustainability.
Patterns as an approach have been successful in both
creating discussion and sharing knowledge on
insights. It has helped create a discussion which made
users take ownership in their community. In the
beginning of the study users were talking much about
them self while the last workshops was more about

”the group” or ”us”. It can therefore be discussed if
the biggest opportunity for patterns in HCI and social
sustainability is as a way of sharing knowledge or as a
process for users to take ownership of their
community which Stephen McKenzie described as an
important part of social sustainability [25]. I would
argue that both parts are as important. In the creation
of a pattern the group of choice would get to know
each other and share their stories and experiences as a
way of creating a healthy community. During the
process users will gradually take ownership and
through that, start to demand design solutions which
consider the group. By that the group will continue
with discussing and sharing problems and how those
could be solved. The knowledge from such process
can then be shared to the HCI field through the design
pattern.
The study has also shown that experienced designers
might make use of the pattern in a better way.
However the inexperienced designers with the pattern
still created better solutions for the target group than
the experienced designers without the pattern who
actually created the least liked suggested solution. The
only clear connections which can be seen in the data is
the connection between using the pattern and creating
a design which was appreciated by the user group.
Though the pattern can be seen as a way of creating
successful designs the most important findings are
those regarding the support for creation of new and
healthy communities. I mean that by designing for
marginalized groups we can gain new knowledge and
develop existing designs to be even better.
Using design patterns should not replace meeting real
users and working with participatory design. Instead
design patterns for sharing knowledge is meant as an
additional method when it is not possible to meet
users because of a short timeframe or a limited
budget. It is meant to make designers used to consider
smaller groups as a process of normalization. I still
believe that the best designs are created together with
users, by empathizing and meeting users since a
design pattern is still a summarized version of the
knowledge that is generated in a design thinking
process for example. I still think it can be helpful to
have design patterns since it makes for a good
argument against excluding user groups from design
practice and research. Presenting design patterns as a
method for social sustainability might risk designers
of being lazy and turning to design patterns instead of
users. That is not the intended use, instead I suggest
that all designers and researchers create or add to the
design patterns and use parts helpful to those, meeting
two users who are homeless might not show all

problems and needs they as a group have but maybe
the study shows something that is not yet known by
the patterns so instead of using them as a database, use
them as a template and add your own knowledge and
share.
By creating design patterns for groups that might not
yet be considered in design we can create a greater
diversity in the groups we design for. By doing that
HCI as a field would create new knowledge which
opens up for research in yet undiscovered fields. By
creating a diverse research field in HCI we will also
shape the expectations for practitioners in HCI who
design the systems that help people in their everyday
life and also play a big role in the creation of new
communities.
I suggest by this work an approach that help share
knowledge and create community ownership for
participants. By using design patterns as a part of the
process instead of a designed system users are asked
to define and question behavior and usage of systems
of today. A process that brings forth problems and
solutions in a short and easily available way. People
experiencing destructive relationships and their use of
social media is just one example of how a small group
of people can come together and form a community
that seeks to explain and protect their needs and
strengths. By using such a process designers can be
informed about unintended usage and problems that
some groups might experience when using a system.
This approach questions the designs created for the
regular users and asks for more from companies,
researchers and designers. It asks for inclusion and
awareness of all different communities in society, it
also brings awareness on assumptions about users.
Such as the ones used for the groups without the
pattern to create their designs.
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

Through a process of research through design and
participatory design this study has investigated the use
of patterns for social sustainability. The study has
focused on evaluation of a patterns impact and ability
to share and capture knowledge. The study has
focused on one specific group to examine the impact
of a design pattern. The study shows that design
patterns that are created through participatory design
can create understanding for groups without meeting
that specific target group. It also shows that through a
process of creating a design pattern with a
marginalized group, members of the group will take
ownership over their community. Something which
shows that the process of creating a design pattern
actually supports social sustainability in supporting
the formation of new and healthy communities.

To better understand how design patterns impact
social sustainability as a whole more case studies need
to be done on marginalized groups in different kinds
of projects. This project has focused on social media
since it was seen as a big part of community creation
today and therefore the systems needed to take the
users needs into consideration. Other studies need to
be carried out to create a solid foundation about how
patterns can be used for social sustainability and how
we as designers work with social sustainability in the
field of HCI.
Future work should be done to investigate on lager
scale and to examine the impact that a process of
pattern creation can have on smaller groups.
Further ,we, as a field, need to create more design
patterns so that the findings can eventually form a
pattern language which supports the discussion of how
different groups interact with and use technology and
digital systems. I hope that social sustainability will
continue to be a subject for research within the HCI
field so that we can explore new forms of interactions
and understand new user groups as a way of including
people through technology. With design patterns
taking form in the field it is not an alternative to blame
exclusionary systems on short time frames or a limited
budget. Instead it makes it easier and gives people the
power to demand change.
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